School of Kinesiology Active Kids Minor Consent Form

Participant name: ______________________ (my “Child”)  

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND ACCEPTANCE OF RISK, AND CONSENT

I have reviewed the description(s) of all of the Active Kids program(s) and/or camp(s) (including Gymnastics programs, Drop In Gymnastics, Gymnastics Birthday Parties, Multi-Sport based programming, Soccer programs, Basketball programs, Private / Group Bookings, Special Events, Camps, Competitions, and any other activities) that I have or will be registering my Child in and/or allowing my Child to participate in over the 12 month period from the date indicated under my signature below, and feel that I have sufficiently informed myself about the nature of these program(s), or camp(s), or events, or competitions and the activities involved. I also acknowledge that if I am uncertain about any of the risks associated with my Child’s participation in any of these programs or camps, it is my responsibility to inform myself of those risks prior to signing this form.

I acknowledge that there are risks, dangers, and hazards associated with my Child’s participation in these program(s), or camp(s), or events, or competitions including, but not limited to:

For Active Kids gymnastics programs and camps: injury arising out of strenuous exercise or activity, impact and collision with apparatuses/equipment, the ground or other participants during gymnastics games and activities including, but not limited to bouncing, swinging, flipping and springing loss of balance due to uneven or soft flooring, or falls from apparatuses, landing incorrectly, failure to ensure sufficient matting, failure to tighten bar cables, all of which may result in injury to bones, joints, ligaments, muscles, tendons, internal organs, and other aspects of the skeletal system and potential impairment to other aspects of the body; and in rare occurrences death, complete or partial paralysis, or brain damage; property damage or loss; and negligence of other participants or UBC staff;

For Active Kids soccer, basketball, multisport and any outdoor programs, camps, bookings, and events: impact and collision with other players, instructors, or spectators; impact with objects or equipment used in connection with playing sports including, but not limited to trees, rocks, goal posts, sprinkler heads or other obstructions; changes in the type of surface and the condition of the playing fields; adverse weather conditions; loss of balance; failure to play safely within one’s own ability; failure to play against others of equal stature or ability; theft; consumption of food and drink, whether made by professionals or by non-professionals; and negligence of other participants or UBC staff;

For Active Kids programs and camps that include swimming: common near water and in the water hazards; risk of injury or death including physical impairment and serious disability; drowning; impact and collision with other participants, instructors, or spectators; impact with objects or equipment, use, misuse, non-use and failure of any equipment used in connection with classes; changes in the type of surface and the condition of each surface, including but not limited to the swimming pool, classroom, mezzanine studio, gymnasium, shower facilities and change rooms; failure to participate safely within one’s own ability; theft; consumption of food and drink, whether made by professionals or by non-professionals; and negligence of other participants or UBC staff;

and I acknowledge and accept these risks.

I also give permission for Active Kids instructors to administer first aid treatment to my Child, and acknowledge that I will be responsible for any medical or other charges in connection with my Child’s treatment.

Participants are expected to be respectful and considerate towards other participants, UBC staff (including all instructors), and volunteers. Participants are expected and required to follow the directions of all instructors, to stay in close proximity to their instructors during the program or camp, and not to leave their program or camp without informing instructors and obtaining their consent. If there is a breach of these rules, instructors will discuss the issue with the participant and/or their parents or legal guardian. In the event that there is a continuous breach of these rules, UBC may require the participant to withdraw from the remainder of the program or camp, without reimbursement of any program or camp fees. I confirm that I have discussed these rules and expectations with my Child.

By signing below, I hereby consent to my Child’s participation in the Active Kids program(s) and/or camp(s) that I have or will be registering my Child in and/or allowing my Child to participate in over the 12 month period from the date indicated under my signature below, on the terms and conditions set out above.

Signature of Parent/ Legal Guardian: __________________________________________

Printed Name of Parent/ Legal Guardian: _______________________________________

Date: ___________________________